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UNH violates privacy law
By Gary Langer
and Kate McCiare
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has found
the University guilty of violating
a ff'rlf'ral law that guarantf'es the

Perched on a ledge, a student peruses his classwork.
(Jeff McAllister photo)

confidentiality of a student's
educational records.
In a decision handed down Aug.
4, HEW said the University
violated the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act by
releasing information on the educational status of former Student
Trustee Frank Carter in summer, 1976.
HEW is asking no penalty other
than "an assurance that we comply in the future," according to
University System Lawyer
Thomas Flygare.
Flygare said the law, known as
the
Buckley
Amendment,
provides that the University can
lose its federal funding "if the institution refuses to take corrective action."
The University System spent
more than $15 million in federal
money last year, according to
system
budget
officer
Christopher Curwen.
"We disagree with the findings," Flygare said. "We
haven't decided what our response will be." He did not rule out an
appeal.
HEW eached the finding after
a 16-month investigation that was
prompted by a complaint filed by

Carter in April, 1977.
Carter was not available for
comment, and his mother Louise
said, "the injustice has affected
him." She would not say if Carter
will pursue the case further.
"The tlles aren 't closed, you
know," she said.
HEW ruled that the University
violated the law in late summer,
1976, by telling the Governor's office that Carter was no longer a
UNH student.
Carter was appointed to serve
as the student member of the
University Board of Trustees by
Gov. Meldrim Thomson in
February, 1975.
Thomson replaced Carter with
trustee Deborah Childs on Sept. 2,
1976. Carter opposed the Governor's action at the time, saying he
should serve as trustee as long as
he was a student.
According to Flygare, the
Governor asked the University
Chancellor's office in late summer, 1976, whether or not Carter
was still a student here.
"The Chancellor's office informed the Governor's office that
Mr. Carter was no longer a student," Flygare said, "and the
Governor proce~ded to appoint
another student <trustee).''
HEW has ruled that in
releasing that information to
homson, the University violated
carter's rights under the Buckley
Amendment.

"We feel the University has
been in full compliance from the
very beginning," Flygare said.
"It was just this very unique circumstance."
According
to
Registrar
Stephanie Thomas, Carter entered UNH in September, 1973
and left school after the fall
semester in 1977.
Carter never graduated, according to his mother. "He dropped out of his own free will in
January, 1977," she said.
Neither Mrs. Carter nor
University administrators would
say if Carter was a student in the
summer of 1976, or why the
Governor was told Carter was not
a student.
Flygare said the violation
was "at best a technical violat10n ot the Jaw. It was not deliberate, not malicious."
Flygare said the violation took
place only two months after the
law's final regulations were
published. The law itself became
effective Nov. 19, 1974.
Thomas said she is not familiar
with the case because she did not
become UNH registrar until Aug.
1, 1976. Registrar Leslie Turner
had resigned his post in March
1976, and Associate Registrar
James Wolf was acting registrar
from March to August, 1976.
HEW, page4

Future PPO&M cuts
could mean trouble
By Yvette Daly
Budget cuts haven't hurt
Physical Plant Operations and
Maintenance (PPO&M) yet, but
department spokesmen said this
week that future cutbacks could
do damage.
If the budget is again cut, said
interim director PPO&M Patrick
Miller, "it'll catch up to us eventually. Things won't get serviced
properly."
The state legislature did not increase UNH's appropriation this
year, so the Board of Trustees
ordered a $1.2 million budget cutback. PPO&M was one of many
departments
forced
to
economize. It cut about $66,000
from its support budget, mostly

by not filling vacant positions.
Assistant Director Jerry
Boothby said PPO&M sliced
another $110,000 from UNH's
energy budget.
Miller said the cutback "won't
affect the time it takes to get
things on campus repaired.
Rather than doing preventive
maintenance · we'll do the maintenance requests."
Assistant Director Herbert
Cilley said, "We haven't had increases this year like we should
have had. The cut may affect us
some, but we have a job to do and
we do the best we can. I try to
keep track of the budget. We've
been lucky for the last eight or
nine years. It's a matter of setting priorities.''
Miller said that by leaving
positions open PPO&M "can use
the money for something other
than payroll."
"Last year we spent $10,000 in UNH President Eu~ene Mills greets members of the class of '82 at yesterday evening's
overtime for snow removal," he annual Freshman Picnic. <Art Illman photo)
said. "We got the money from
positions that were open.''
.
He said one PPO&M position
has been cut permanently, and
vacancies in the electrical shop
solutions are neither feasible nor that has plagued the Center in the
have not been filled.
By Sue Carmody
Boothby said money will be cut
Is it realistic to believe that an extensive enough to realize the past?
"a little bit from each of the established organization can ultimate goals of the Center.
Marie Cartier, a former memPPO&M
services.
Other start afresh without heeding past
The Center has functioned ber of the Women's Center, exorganizations that have received considerations? The past might
mainly as an information and plained that "the main problem
budget cuts have to take drastic indeed plague the progress of the
referral center, equipped with a the Women's Center faces is an
means and stop services."
present Women's Center unless
resource library providing in- ignorance of the concept of
The energy budget is affected its members are truly aware of formation on all aspects of inter- feminism on the part of this
most by the cutbacks, he said.
the 'ready-made' problems they
personal relationships. It is a University."
"We're counting on having a
·u b
t · th.
"The reason why people aren't
warmer winter than we did last _v_vi__e_e_n_c_o_u_n_e_r_m..;:g~_is...:y;...e_a_r_.__ feminist organization, whose
goals are ultimately the goals of into the Women's Center is
year," Boothby said. "We need
Anal~sis
the Women's Movement: to help because people just aren't inthe help of engineers and studen'£
women achieve their full poten- terested in feminism," she said.
ts to regulate the amount of
This year's Women's Center is
''Feminism only says you accept
tial.
energy used."
planning to undergo many
yourself
and other people. There
Since the Women's Center is for
He said, ''Students living in changes in organization, ideology
should be no one concept of
the women of the Univer&ity,
electrically heated dormitories and goals. But the atmosphere at
what is the explanation · for the WOMEN'S CENTER. page 7
PPO&M.-page
UNH may not be conducive to
. . . . . 14 . . ... . , . . tho.s~ ,proposals. Perhaps the
lack of suppor:t and participation

Past plagues ·women's Center.
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,___-News Briefs----...
Trash pickup costs $15,000
Powell requests recount
Former Gov. Wesley Powell has asked for a recount of votes
tallied in the Derry Republican primary.
New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson beat Powell and
Lucille Lapinskas in Derry and the rest of the state for their party's gubernatorial endorsement, but Powell said he believes the
Derry results are "inconsistent" with voting patterns in the rest
of New Hampshire.
According to the Manchester Union Leader, Powell has not officially requested the recount. Attorney General Thomas Rath
said Powell must pay a $500 recount fee and ask for a statewide
recount. Powell could ask that Derry be checked first and halt the
rest of the recount, he said.
Other primary results show Democrat Hugh Gallen slated to
challenge Thomson after defeating state Sen. Delbert Downing in
Tuesday 's race. Incumbent Thomas Mcintyre defeated Raymond
Coughlan in the Democratic figtit for US Senate, and Gordon
Humphrey got the Republican nod for that seat. Humphrey beat
::,tate Senate President Alf Jacobson, Jim 1Vlas1e110, and Carmen
Chimento.
·

Dorm sponsors child

By Jennifer Grant
Student sloppiness is costing
lots of money, maintenance
workers said this week.
Grounds Manager Frances
LeBritton said UNH spent $15,000
on trash pick-up, a sum that officials said could probably have
been reduced if there were less
trash.
Though there is no line item
in the budget for trash pick-up,
they said, that figure includes
pay for about 160 maintenance
workers and operational costs for
disposal equipment, all involved
in trash pick-up.
Henry Dozier, assistant director
of Physical Plant Operation and
Maintenance (PPO&M>, said,
"Time and money spent on picking
up litter should be used to enhance
campus beauty."
Workmen on campus are becoming increasingly enraged by

what they called student disrespect. The grounds crews said
they worked very hard this summer to beautify the campus but
saw their work destroyed by vandalism.
LeBritton said, "Litter is the
worst on Monday mornings and
after football games when bottles
and cans are thrown everywhere."
Weekend litter in the dorms
often amounts to heaps of weekend beer bottles. This trash is not
picked up until Monday morning
because of no janitorial services
on weekends. Dozier said, "Our
budget doesn't allow us to institute weekend janitorial services,
unfortunately."
Oo7if'r

~::lirl
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has the potential to be one of the
most beautiful campuses in the
Northeast. He added, "This calls
for a concerted effort on the parts
of the students as well as faculty
and staff."

"For most students. Durham
is 'home' for four years and the
same pricte and respect should be
shown it as a private home," said
Dozier.
One dorm janitor said that he
feels the students are better
dressed and more mannerly this
year. He hopes that this will reflect · on their conscic,usness of
campus beauty.
"What is needed", said LeBritton,
"is a re-education of people: to
make it an impulse to pick-up
litter rather than throw ·it down."
Receptacles are being used, but
so is the ground.
Dozier said he wants to unify
the efforts of students, faculty
and staff this year to promote
a campus-wide anti-litter campaign. He plans to meet with the
Student Body in early October to
plan this spring campaign.

Last spring. Jessie Doe Hall residents found themselves with
a tr~asury s~rplus. But instead of spending iron a party, said
Resident As~1stant Sandy Ackerson, the dorm officers decided to
sponsor a child through Save the Children.
This. ~ear they'll be sending $250 a year to provide basic
necess1t1es to Bernadette Mendelez, a seven-year-old Mescalero
Apache from New Mexico. The money also aids Bernadette's
community and self-help programs .
. Head Resident Jane Doughty, said she felt their was a need to
invo~ve the .dorm. in world affairs. Dorm officers have been discussing the .idea since last spring, according to Ackerson. She and
Dorm President Jody Morgan have been writing to Bernadette
through the summer.
Ackerson hopes to get the whole dorm involved in correspondence and post letters from Bernadette in the dorm. As of now
only a few letters have been received from Bernadette. She has
started school and thanks the dorm for their help. She also asked
for the .telephone number of the dorm. But Ackerson, who has
been doing most of the letter writing, felt the cost of a call would
be too much for Bernadette.
Ac.kerso~ also expressed h~pes that .other dorms might follow
Jessie Does example and ~et involved in the world outside.

Dr. Spock arrested
Pediatrician Benjamin Spock was among 11 persons arrested
Tuesday during an anti-nuclear demonstration at the site
of the Seabrook nuclear power plant.
State police charged Spock, his wife Mary Morgan and nine
members of the Clamshell Alliance with criminal trespass after they refused to leave the entrance to the site.
Spock. in his second appearance at the $2.3 billion power plant.
held babies as fell ow protestors waited to enter the site.
He and his wife, Arkansas residents, were freed from Hampton jail with seven other out-of-state demonstrators after posting
$100 cash bail each . Two New Hampshire residents were released
on personal recognizance.

A Frisbee player spins away some of yesterday's sunny September weather. (Jeff McAllister photo)

Math anxiety conference
The UNH Women's Studies and Mathematics departments will
try to help people whose minds suddenly go blank at the mention
of logary'thms, geometric equations, and other mathematical puzzles.
Beginning Sept. 2.5 the two departments will sponsor a conference
on math anxiety, presented on five consecutive Monday afternoons.
It will be open to UNH students and any other interested persons.
The conference begins at 4 p.m. each week at the Forum Room
of the Dimond Library.
The conference is geared to women, but also attempts to help
men with mathematical blocks. It will explore fears associated
with math, great women in math and science, the use of math in
business, how math can be fun, and how people can get over
their fears.
.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts showers for tonight,
with high temperatures in the sixties and seventies and lows in
the fifties. It should be sunny tomorrow, with highest temperatures in the upper seventies. There's a 40 percent chance of
rain today, dropping to 30 percent tonight.

Harry's Rib Room closes
Senior Janice Bourque said,
than the dining halls. And it proHarry's Rib Room has been can"Why
not pay more? The atmos- vided student entertainment."
celed because of financial problems.
phere was really nice. The Rib
But senior Scott Glenn said he
Dining Service officials said this
Room gave students someplace. would not go to Harry's regularly if
week.
close at hand. It was more intimate he were charged more money.
"We had to cut back on prorams,
so.w~. cut Harry's Rib Room," ~~id
Jack Garnett, manager of Huddleston Dining Hall. "You figure that
with three years of the same board
rate we'd have to cut somewhere."
H~rry's Rib Room, in the downstairs dining room of Huddleston:
featured live entertainment by•
students every Friday night last
year from five to seven. For an_
extra dollar besides their meal
UNH will help put a scientific experiment aboard the proposed
ticket, diners got a prime rib dinner
:by candlelight.
NASA Gamma Ray Observation satellite.
The mission will launch' a five-experiment payload into a two"The beauty of the Rib Room,
year orbit around the earth in 1982 to gath~r data about gamma
was that it was inexpensive," said
radiation, if approved by Congress.
Garnett. "You paid a dollar and the
Other participating groups will be the Goddard Space Flight
rest of the cost was made up by
your meal ticket. But it wasn't."
Center, the Naval Research Laboratory, the Marshall Space
· The program was often canceled
Flight Center, and the University of California at La Jolla.
UNH Physics Professor John Lockwood, UNH's main inbecause it didn't reach its 80-person
vestigator for the mission, said, "By studying the composition
capacity, and people set false fire ·

Physics prof at

UNH will experiment

occasions.

and energy of gamma rays, we can learn a great deal about the

Though administrators said the
Rib Room cost more money 'than it
...,. Jught in, some students said they
would pay more to eat at Harry's.
Lynn Parsons, a iunior. said,
"The food was "really good. It would
be worth the extra money; that is if
they changed the vegetable once in
a while."

regions of the universe from which they come."
Lockwood will work with UNH Physics Professor William
Webber and a research team that will include students .
Once the project is approved, said Lockwood, UNH should get
about $3.5 million in grants for the experiment.
UNH's experiment will identify the type of radiation particle
detected, measure its energy and compute its origins.
Lockwood said he anticipated lengthy analysis of the data after
the mission ends.

alarms

on

several
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Cu_tter runs for the Senate.
By Judy Paradis

Ernie Cutter owns most of the
apartments in Durham. He sells
beer, home heating oil and equipment, and farm equipment. Now
he's running for state senate.
Cutter, a cheerful man in his
mid-fifties, will challenge Democratic incumbent Robert Fennelly for the 21st district seat in the
New Hampshire senate this No. vember. He faced no opposition
in Tuesday's primary.
In an interview yesterday morning, Cutter talked about his idea
of the way New Hampshire should
be run, particularly in setting
up the UNH budget. He also
discussed his role as Durham's
main landlord.
"I'd say my concern i,:, what

has been happening in the country," Cutter said of his senate
campaign. "I guess you'd call it
apathy." He said the government is growing bigger and bigger and the people seem indifferent.
"It seems to be leading to socialism," Cutter said, "I know I
wouldn't want that form of government and history has proven
that it hasn't worked."
Cutter said people involved in
government on the local level are
either not using common sense,
or they're arrogant.
"I feel the students have got to
wake up and get involved," Cutter said, "Maybe they're happy
but, if young people are concerned
about their way of life they have
to participate. Some type of program has got to be set up where
everyone can be involved."
Cutter paused when asked about the UNH budget. " I believe
in quality education, " he began,
"but I am against fringes - you
might say the aesthetic value of a
building.· Would you prefer a
comfortable home or an elaborate home? " he asked. "You 'd
probably prefer the comfortable
one. This is the way I would look
at it."
"There's a lot of talk that state
education is $500 less or $1,000
less in other states- I'd -like to
know wbat other states are paying," Cutter said. "I've tried to
get · that information from Concord. We need to see it broken
down into money for room, tuition and meals," he said.
Cutter said the UNH legal aid
service should be changed. He
said it ''doesn't develop individual responsibility in life. Students will feel the only way to
settle things is through an attor-

ney and sue, sue, sue." Cutter
said students should learn to work
things out initially. He said if the
attorneys were on a consulting
basis and students had to pay, it
would cut down on antagonism .
Cutter, a Durham resident, was
raised in· Lexington, Massachusetts and attended Duke University. He did post graduate work
at Emerson College, Boston Univ~rsity and Bently School of Accounting. He served as an officer
in the U.S. Navy in World War II.
Cutter said a major problem in
government is "we elect people
for various offices but these people set bureaucracies, get into
power and cannot be voted out of
office unless they commit a misdomo:;lnor . "

The town of Durham sued Cutter in 1977, an incident he said illustrates our impersonal bureaucracy.
Cutter wanted to build a parking lot for trucks and trailers on
Rte. 108. Since the zoning laws
only specified regulations for car
lots, he said he felt it was safe
to construct his truck lot without
planning board approval. The
planning board disagreed, and
Durham took him to court and
won.
While his case was in court,
Cutter said, a town warrant article changed the law to include

• •

zoning regulations for all vehicles.
"Why did they do that? " Cutter
asked.
"Now we've got a hassle on our
hands. An issue like this is ridiculous because people can't settle in an amiable manner," Cutter said, "I've been called willful- .
ly disobedient by the court."
"The bureaucracy knows they
can defeat you as long as they
continually bring attorneys into
it," Cutter said.
Cutter said he owns "about 12"
apartment buildings in Durham.
Two .women who occupy a second
floor apartment on Jenkins Court
owned by Cutter said they wanted to remain anonymous "so we
don't get evidtd. ''

The women said they've never
seen Cutter. "He has another guy
that handles the lease and stuff.
I don't know anything about him,
but doesn't he own everything in
Durham?" said one.
"I'm not happy with the rent,"
said her roommate. "It's $290
a month, $240 if you pay on time,
for a one-bedroom apartment."
The apartment had no carpeting
and very run down, worn furniture. "I think he's got everyone
in the palm of his hand,'' his tenant said.
CUTTER, page 5

.and starts work
on ne~ apartments
• •

Bv Lisa Thurau

Ernie Cutter has stated
uilding an apartment house on
the corner of Madbury and Garrison Roads.
New Scott House, a two-story
lywood structure with 12 apartents, should be finished by early
ecember, Cutter said Tuesday.
ut he added he had not decided
n just when tenants can move
n. or on what rent will be.
Each apartment will have two
edrooms, a living room , and a
itchen, said Cutter.
The outside of New Scott House
will be covered by rough masonite
and a shingled roof.
"We're trying to do all we can
ith reference to fire safety,"

Cutter said. "Between each apartment there will be an eight foot,
hopefully soundproof wall made
of cement blocks. Each apartment
will have a sprinkling system,
smoke detectors and there will be
firebells." He said he has not
figured out how much it will cost
to build the apartments.
Cutter, is his own contractor.
He will subcontract to other
companies for heating, plumbing
and electrical work.
He said bad weather has slowed
down the work.
Cutter, who said there is a need
for more apartments here, owns
100 Durham apartments in 12
buildings.

Candidate Ernie Cutter hopes to battle government
bureau~racy. (Jerry Larson photo)

Taiget research
Will Delp defense
By Laura Flynn

ln 1973 during the Arab-Israeli
conflicts , the Egyptians shot
down about 120 airplanes before
they discovered that forty of
those aircrafts carried their own
men.
UNH Engineering Professors
Paul Nahin and John Pokoski
hope they can reduce the chances
of this happening again, through
a target identification project financed by a $25,000 grant from
the United States Air Force.
They started in May and should
be finished in 18 months.
The project combines several
different types of sensory equipment to form one superior network.
Nahin, an assistant professor of
electrical
and
computer
engineering, explains, "The best
systems we have now are only 70
percent accurate in identifying
an approaching target. That's not
· very good. But we did a mathematical demonstration this
summer which proves we can
hook all these 70% sensors
together and get a system that's
arbitrarily perfect.'' He said the
chances of that system failing are
"one out of a million ."
Nahin hired three undergraduate engineering majors on a
work/study basis to write com- '
puter codes simulating the
proposed sensory systems and
which Nahin and Pokoski

~eveloped. Nahin would not iden-

hfy the students:
. .
The students are ~orkmg m the
c~mputer lab of Kmgsbury Hall
with a PDP 11/60 com~u.ter
dona.ted to UNH by the. Dig1t~I
Eqmpment Corporation m
Massachusetts. The department
is trying to get color graphic
equipment which would generate
actual combat situations on a
screen to test the systems.
"Our main concern in
acquiring the equipment, " says
Nahin, " would be to educate the
students in computer programming and color graphics.' '
The original grant money, controlled by Griffiss_Air Force Base
in Rome, New York, runs out at
the end of October, but Nahin and
his associates say they are confident that it will be renewed.
"I didn't apply for this grant,"
says Nahin. "The Rome Air Force base asked me to research this
problem after reading an article I
wrote in 1973 for the Air University Review on my philosophy of
identifying "friends or foe."
Nahin says he insisted, before
agreeing to do the research that
the results be made public. They
will be published in ''Transactions on Aerospace and Electronics Systems," the journal of
the Instftute of Elecfronic and
TARGET, page 17

It's only a sign
By Kendra Maroon
If y~u're walking by the campus woods and water supply and
see signs posted "Caution: Radiation Area. Hazard - Keep
Away," don't worry. Radioactive rays won't bombard your body.
The signs were posted in the 1950's to warn people about a
radioactive Cobalt 60 source contained in the building. William
Dotchin, head of the UNH Radiation Committee, said, "If one ·
walked up arid touched the wall of the building today, one would
receive less radiation than if he were walking down the halls of
the Chemistry building where the rock displays are located. "
Dotchin said there fs no danger to any of the nearby facilities
and that the Cobalt 60 is safely secured in a dense steel casing and
_surrounded by thick cement walls.

Chemistry Professor Alexander Amell said the Atomic Energy
Commission funded $5,000 for the purchase of the Cobalt 60 and
safety equipment so that studies of the effects of radiation in
water could be made. Later, the Cobalt 60 was used in changing
compounds from one formation state to another.
Dotchin said that the half-life decay rate for Cobalt 60 is 5
years.
Every 5 years the strength of the Cobalt is cut in half, so that
now the Cobalt 60 source is very weak. Dotchin said even though
the source is growing weaker, it is still checked every 6 months
for safety purposes. The UNH Radiation Committee oversees all radioactive experiments making sure that all precautions have been taken to
insure safety. They also check the chemistry and physic departments on keeping the radiation level below the legal limit.

Senior Carol Lavoie captures the scene in the ravine near College Brook. <Art Illman, photo)
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HEW rules UNH guilty of violating federal privacy law
HEW
continued from page 1
Buddy Jenkins, press secretary
to Gov. Thomson, said his office
was not aware of the case. Jenkins
declined to comment.
HEW spokeswoman Patricia
Ballinger said, "the complaint is
not closed. We are in the last
stages of it. While it's open we
don't feel it would be proper to

discuss the intricacies of it."
The HEW finding, according to
address, and phone number -- for
a student.
The exceptions, Flygare said,
include releasing a student's
weight and height if the student is
on an at~lctic team; or releasing
information in cases of safety
emergencies; to comply with a
court subpoena; or at the request

Flygare said the case involved
Flygare, said, "our primary concern is that the University does
not make any improper
disclosures in the future."
Flygare said, "We have to
make a demonstration of our
commitment. We will do that."
Flygare said the law, which he
called, "very stringent," allows
an institution to release only
"directory information" -- name,

of state-or federal educational officials.
Ballinger said there have been
about 130 complaints under the
law lodged against primary and
secondary schools, colleges and
universities.
About 90 of those cases have
been resolved, she said, and some
violation has been found in nearly
all of them.

"untold hours by the federal
government and the University to
straighten up the matter." He
said HEW did not send an investigator to the University.
The case, Flygare said, cost the
University a "considerable"
amount. He had no figures.
Mrs. Carter said the complaint
was filed because "When the law
has been violated, I think it's in
the interest of students to know. ''
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. Ernie Cutter is now a politician
CUTIER
continued from page 3
Rich Poole, another resident of
the Jenkins Court apartments, said
he was promised shades and fixed
showers "about a week ago"
which have not been fixed yet.
Poole who has never seen Ernest
Cutter said. "He did raisP. our
rent over the summer. I'm less
tha!l_pleased."

·Cutter tenant Mary Gremler of
33 Madbury road said she has
never seen her landlord but added, "He's pretty good about
having things fixed up." She
said, "The apartment is too expensive, but all of them are in
Durham.''
Driving towards his dairy farm

as the people who sign it." He
said he provides student renters
with a synopsis of the lease to
make it more understandable.
Cutter emphasized, "Particularly when moving in, if
things aren '_t right let us know.''

FRIDAY, September 15

"but he never once interfered in
any family thing. He'll give me
responsibilities and won't interfere with them."
McCaddin said. Cutter "tries to
cram 25 hours of work into a 24hour day. He gets up at four a.m.
to read the papers."

Cutter suggested that students
complaining about high rent in
Durham ''should do research on
what UNH charges and then consider that UNH has no property
tax, no income tax and business
profits tax; and also UNH
through its- immense buying
power should be able to build and l
supply at less cost than a private
entrepreneur.''

"I've been called a damn fool
for running," Cutter says
seriously, "especially in New
Hampshire where no compen-

Cutter is married with 4
children. His son-in law, Mark
McCaddin, has been treasurer for
Cutter's distributing company for
two and a- half years. "It's not

good government. I have other
enterprises I cannot neglect
those, and I think my in-volvement would give me very
good insight."

in his blue jeep, Cutter .said he

has no complaints at all with
most of the students he rents to.
I'm concerned with my landlord/~~nant y;elationship." Cutter said. "A lease is only as good

campus calendar

always easy to work for your
father-in-law," McCaddin said,

BOOKSTORE RESUMES OPERATIONS: Hewitt Hall, 8
a.m.-4:20 p.m.
PLANT SALE: Low prices on high-quality plants. CarrollBelknap Room, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Sponsored by Student Activities. LAST DAY.
MUB PUB: From Boston "Shane Champagne," rock, 8 p.m.
ORGAN CONCERT: Johannes Geffert of Germany will
play works by Bach, Rinck, Bartoldy, Reger, and
Schumann. Durham Community Church (sanctuary), 8
p.m. Donations will be accepted.
E.B.B., 1819-1846: A one-woman presentation on the life of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Hennessy Theater, 8 p.m.
LAST DAY TO SUBMIT INTENT-TO-GRADUATE
CARD FOR DECEMBER 1978 GRADUATION.
LAST DAY TO OPT FOR AUDIT.
LAST DAY TO DROP WITHOUT $10 LA TE FEE.

"I guess he feels strongly ·
enough about things in this state
to run for the state senate," McCaddin said.

::,auun i::, given fur giviug time to

SA TU RDA Y, September 16
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Vermont, Lewis Field, 11 a.m.
MUB PUB: From Boston "Shane Champagne," rock, 8 p.m.

SUND Ay' September 17
PROJECTIONS: · "The General," a Buster Keaton film.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Ad. mission 75¢ or MUSO Film Pass.

'Soups me just fine

MONDAV, September 18
LECTURE: "Universal lntelligence and the Evolution of
Knowledge," a synthesis of science and mysticism. Howes
Auditorium, Demeritt Hall, 4 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The World of Lewis Carroll, with
Michael Rothwell as Carroll, in a portrait of the author of
Alice in Wonderland. Rothwell' s solo performance based on
the author's diaries, letters·, and writings is vivid, funny,
and moving. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. UNH students and
senior citizens $4 in adv~~ce; general admission$~.

continuously carrying on from 11 o'clock
'til quarter to midnight

Q0EfEATtIEQ0

In The Center of North Conway ViHage • 356-2687
& On The Upper Square, Dover, N.H. • 749-0483

TUESDAY, September 19
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Homer," Rose T. Antosiewicz, AMLL. Jam es Hall, Room 303, 11 a. m. -12: 30
p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES LECTURE: Michael Rothwell, who
opened the Celebrity Series Monday evening with his performance "The World of Lewis Carroll," will talk about '
compiling and adapting works for a one-man show and
pulling the material together to stage a production. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 1:10 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS: Rhode Island, Field House courts 2 p.m.

j-nie""New1Iaiiii>sfilre18Puo1rshe<tarui distribiitedseiiii:WeekiY"throughout -I

I the. acad~m~c year. Pub. no. 379280. Our .offi~es ar.e located in the Memorial
I Umon Bmldmg, Durham , N.H. 03824. ~d1torial office Room 151 ; business office Room 108. Business hours Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p.m., Wednesday
and Friday, 9-2. Academic year Subscription $9.00. Second elass postage
paid at Durham, N.H. , 03824. POSTMASTER : send address changes to The
I New Hampshire, Room 151 , Memorial Union Building, Durham , N.H. 03824.
1
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Now available at
, our Durham Store

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
· Send NOW for this FREE catalog. ·

........
50 MAIN STREET

·
~

DOWNTOWN DURHAM

(offer expires Dec . 31 , 1978)

"Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073
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notice~
Tuesday, September

GENERAL

RAP GROUP ON SEXUALITY: Explore attitudes,
values. behaviors. and communications related lo
sexuality. Group is open to men and women, limited to
IO people. Sign up with Anne Dubois, 862-1987, or leave a
message in the Center, Sun Room, HOod House. Weekly
sessions, time to be arranged.
ARRIVAL OF FRESHMAN REGISTER: Freshman
Registers have arrived and may be picked up daily in
room 15:J of the MUB.
PRE-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM: Second of
three meetings. Film "Hello ... I Need to Tell You
Something" will be shown. Monday, September 18,
Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 7-9 p.m. Sponsored by
the N.H. Student Volunteer Proh:ltinn f'.n11n<.:l'llnr<.:

CAREER
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Discussion and idea
sharing about career concerns, postgraduate plans, and
just what lurks out in "the real world." Career Planning
land Placement, 203 Huddleston Hall, Monday, September 18, at 6:30 p.m.
!RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Learn how to write
the best picture of yourself and how to lay it out on
paper. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
Tuesday, September 19, at 6:30 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP:
Meeting, Friday, September 15, McConnell 203,at 7 p.m.
Steve Crowe will speak on " Abiding in the Light.
ADOPTED GRANDPARENT PROGRAM: Meeting for
all present members and students interested in joining.

Cool Aid is changing!

19, Carroll-Belknap Room,
Memorial Union, 4 p.m.
TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY: Meeting,
Monday, September 18, Grafton Room, Memorial
Union, 7-10 p.~. Faculty, staff and students invited.
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS MEETING: Meeting for all
Psychology majors interested in becoming members of
the Psychology Club or Psi Chi. Tuesday, September 19,
Room 103, Conant Hall, 1 p.m. All Psychology majors
are urged to attend.
WOMEN'S CENTER: A meeting open fo energetic and
interested people. Tuesday, September 19, Women's
Center, Room 134, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. Women
needed to staff office.
WUNH NEW PEOPLE'S MEETING: Sunday, September 17, Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union 8
p. m. New members only.

Interested in being a part of this change? We are
now accepting volunteers for our fall training. Give us
a call at 862-0293 any evening, between 7 and 11
before Oct. 1st.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
YOUTH GYMNASTICS PROGRAM: A youth gymnastics program wjJJ again be offered this fall by the
UNH Recreation Department. Open to elementary and
high school students in the area, the Sunday afternoon
program will offer instruction in tumbling, free exercise. uneven parallel bars, etc. Program will run from
October 1 - November 19 with class time as follows:
Grades 1 and 2, from 1-2 p.m.; grades 3 and 4, from 2-3
p.m.; grades 5 and 6. from 3-4 p.m. ; and grades 7 and up,
from 4-5.p.m . Registration will take place from September 18-22, Room 151, Field House, between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m. Fee : $10 with family recreation pass ; $20 without.
Please direct any questions to Merry Jennison,
Recreation Office, 862-2031.

Great'X' supports

1he student body
.•.With Back-To-School Haircuts
That Accentuate Your Best

Part-time work, on campus,

Camping Equipment- Canoes
Tentsr Filhing Tackle, Back Packing. DroP-in to s~e us.

distributing our advertising materials
in and around your school. Choose
your own schedule 4-25 hours per
week. No selling of any kind. your
pay is based upon the amount of
material distributed. Of our 31 O
campus reps now posting . the
average hourly earning is $4 .65; 225
earn more than $5 .00 an hour. The
job is not particularly stimulating there are no unusual skills required.
you will need a high degree of internal
motivation and a strong sense of
responsibility. Though we don 't ask
for a certain time commitment , we
do expect you to be with us for
a while. For further information.
contact American Passage, 708
Warren N.. Seattle , WA 98109
206-282-8111

Subjects.

Get a headstart on the upcoming
school year. Look great before
the bell rings for your first class.
At Great 'X', we know how

mu<;h a great haircut can
contribute to the body of a
student That's how we support
the Student Body.
Learn how it feels to get your
head together... with your hair.
From Great 'X'... the precision
haircutters.

and the Mall of New Hampahire

..------- --

-----,..

---~--..---

Cool AidA crisis intervention a·,1d information service. Call
us at 862-2293. We're here to help because we think
you're important. Basement of Schofield House. Temporary hours, Sun. - Thurs. 7-11 and Fri. and Sat.
7 p.m. - 8 a.m.
·------~._....._..,_,..._,_.

__.

_______.________________..

"A Fondue Restaurant"

For all students
interested in
joining the Pu~h
Entertainment
Committee:
There will be a committee

. (4/-. 191fl:

Adjacent to Portsmouth's Strawberry Bank
For2·:

7.2n enmpkte
Crahmeat F01rdue - n.n;; com pkt e
Km·l.~n·s 'll1kk ( 'hot·olate Fondue - a. 7n complck

organization meeting Thursday

Italian Fondue -

Open 7 days a week38 State Street
Portsmouth
New Hampshire

Frank and
Karen Hanster
Proprietors
431-4731

Sept. 21at1 :00 p.m. in
the Hillsborough Room in the MUB
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UNH Women's Center .tries to overcome past problems
A collectivist structure in any ter running efficiently. It could negavitism will project it to Con- Women's Resource Center on '
WOMEN'S CENTER
organization requires much work."
campus," said Blouch. "There is
cerned Gays."
continued from page 1
energy to work effectively. Would
Another change is that many of
"Separation does not mean the a definite need for one place to
feminism for it is large enough to large amounts of energy then be the issues concerning gay women Women's Center does not support house all the women's groups
encompass all women ."
channeled
into
internal on campus are being handled this the gay movement,'' she added. together
for
better
comCartier believes that "both the organization instead of issues, year through an evolving "Hopefully women in Concerned munications and support."
University and the Women's Cen- programming, and so forth'?
women's division of Concerned Gays will be involved in some
It is unfortunate that a new
. ter need to broaden their concept
In response to the collectivist Gays instead of through the capacity with the Center."
group of women have to deal with
of feminism and not focus on just proposal Cartier stated, "At Women's Center.
Blouch also spoke of sending a variety of problems they didn't
one type of woman; i.e. the some point there is a need to
to
look
at
the
Women's
Center representatives create. The success of the Center
"People
used
radical feminist. "
think less idealistically and more
Does the Women 's Center, functionally. Someone has to be a Women's Center and associate to meetings of other women's will largely depend, however,
and
not
true groups on campus. "The idea of upon how they are dealt with.
however, project this all- head coordinator, to be identified lesbianism
"I feel that this year's
feminism,"
said
Cartier.
"The
sending
representatives
to
encompassing
image
of by the media and to tie the whole
Center should be supportive of groups is excellent," said Car- Women's Center has already
feminism? If their present con- Center together."
the gay movement but the tier. "Together, the groups could taken some good steps forward,"
cept was broadened, would par!:Houch reaffirmed that "it's primary thrust is to promote be a powerful. force on campu?. stated Cartier. "They show some
ticipation in the Center then in- natural for too manv resoon- ftuiiufaut.
rear progression. ··
·•
:Euudll v }o{t td~ t~ Utdt the Ctutef ~
c1ea~e : Do me members or me
sibilities to be shoved onto a head
Success also lies in to what ex"The
visible
separation
will
be
~
new
advisor,
Josephme
.
Center view such a broadened coordinator. We'd like to see that
concept as a compromise in avoided if possible." She said, good for the Women's Center," . Donova~, is a~so the head of .~he tent University women deter. mine how they want their Center
said Blouch. "Unfortunately, Womens Studies department.
feminist philosophy?
"Strong comminications between
run through participation.
"Ultimately, we're hoping for a
Jody Blouch, a present mem- coordinators would keep the Cen- those who need to project
ber of the Women 's Center, said,
" the Women's Center has to be SSEECSESECSSEEEIECESEZE5EEOEEOEE!!E!EE!ESEE!!SE!!O!!!!!ESSEE!!SE! lllE!!SS!IZIEEIEZ!EEl!llllll
more accepting of women on
campus to survive. We need to
moderate our views ."
"I don 't see this as a com- ·
promise of feminist ideology,"
she added. "We won't become
complacent; at the same time we
accept the different places
women are coming from, we
want to challenge the women who
participate to look inward and
develop their own potential. "
One way the Center plans to
broaden its image is through
more outreach, especially to the
dorms. The members plan to
sponsor a variety of programs in
the dorms including special interest workshops, consciousness
raising group~ and coffee houses.
Another problem the Center
has to deal with is having to constantly prove that its services are
$12.95
necessary. As an organization
funded by the Student Activity
Tax <SAT), the Center must show
that it offers services to all
students on campus, including
males.
"All students are welcome to
the Center," said Blouch, "but no
Slep-by-slep programmed solutions . whatever your held:
outward appeal is going to be
• mathematics• calculus• statistics• bus iness and operat ions
research• economics • biology • engineering • physics and
made for male participation.
astronomy • music• and much more ... _
Women have the greater need for
the Center and we plan to spend
our energies on helping women
become independent. "
" Women need to become aware

Let a TI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time.
This semester ... and for years to come.

FREE! This Sl2.95 value
book ~hen you buy a
TI Progratntnable 58 or59.
Sourcebook for
Programmable
Calculators

and liberated first before men
can be," she said. "People in
power generally don't feel the
need to be liberated and it takes
more work for them to come
around. We have to fend for ourselves first."
Some members are also
proposing changes in the structure of the Women's Center.
"Previously, most of the responsibilities fell on a five-member
collective," said Blouch. "This
year we propose that a small
group of coordinators, each
responsible for a certain facet of
the Center, will make suggestions
that the group as a whole may
choose to carry out.''
Bl ouch said these "facets"
might include business, publicity,
and the Center's library.
Bl ouch added, ''The coordinators will work without pay to
strengthen the collectivist ideal
of the Center. Money is often
equated with power."

$124.95*
TI Programmable 58

$299.95*
TI Programmable 59

The Sourcebook for Programmable Calculators is a (pre-written programs) are available in major study ·
new book from Texas Instruments designed to help fields including civil, electronic and computer engiyou explore the power of your programmable calcu- neering; physics, statistics, and business/finance.
lator. Contains over 350 pages covering step-by-step And, additional · ready-made programs written by
programmed solutions to problems in a wide range professionals in your field are available through Tl's
of fields. And it's yours free, if you act now.
Professional Program Exchange (PPX-59) memberThe Tl Programmable r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -, ship program.
58 and 59 both feature 1
Use this coupon to obtain your free book.
1 Tl's Programmable 58
Tl's preprogrammed I Texas Instruments will send you a free copy of Sourcebook tor Programmable I and 59 calculators offer
Sol id State Software™
Calculators, a $12.95 value , when you : (1) Return this completed coupon , including
a wide range of capaplug-in modules. A Masserial number. (2) along with your completed Tl-58 or Tl-59 customer information I bility and performance.
ter Library Module of 25
card (packed in box) . (3) a dated copy of proof of your purchase verifying purchase I From the student to the
between August 15 and October 31 , 1978. Your coupon, customer information card,
programs in math, staand dated copy of proof of purchase must be postmarked on or before November 7,
advanced professional,
tistics, and finance is
1978 to qualify for this special otter. Book covers step-by-step programmed solu· I there's a Tl Programmations to problems in a wide range of fields: mathematics. calculus , statistics . business I
included. Optional Iiand operations research . economics. biology, engineering. physics and astronomy.
ble ideally suited to your
braries are available in:
music, and much more.
j needs, and your price
Applied Statistics. Real
Send to: Tl-58/59 Free Book Offer, P. 0. Box 53, Lubbock, Texas 79408
I range.
Name
See them both at your
Estate/Investment. Aviation. Marine Navigation.
Add.ress
I retailer today. Don't
Surveying. Leisure. BusiI miss out on this
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ness Decisions. Securispecial, limited4fJ
0
1 time offer.
ties Analysis. And more
state
Zip
t 0 c 0 me.
Tl-58 or Tl- 59 SERIAL NUMBER
I
(from back of calculator)
LJ/
For Tl-59 owners, Tl's
Please allow 30 days for del ivery. Offer VOid where prohibited by law. Offer good in U.S. only.
Specialty Packettes
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J ·ussuggestedreta11price
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ATTENTION
SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
MAJORS!

The Air Force has openings for young men and women majoring in
selected science and engineering fields. Like 'Aeronautical, Aerospace,
General and Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and Computer Technology.
To help prepare for one of these, Air Force ROTC offers two and
four-year programs of study which will defray some of your college
costs.
After completion of the AFROTC requirement, and upon your grad- ·
uation, you'll be commissioned an officer in the Air Force. Then comes
responsibility, experience in your specialty with some of the best people and facilities in the world, and a mission with a purpose. You'll get
excellent starting salary, medical and dental care, 30 days of paid vacation beginning your first year, and more.
Look into the Air Force ROTC program right away. See what's in it
for you. See how you can serve your country in return. You'll be glad
you put your major to work on a job that really counts.

Contact any of the Air Force
officers at 862-1480

·Bore

Gateway to a great way of life.

2 cols. x 70 lines

= 140 lines

Science and Engineering - 7

*************************
-

J •
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University of New Hampshire Celebrity Series

The World
of

Lewis
Carroll

'l!:J·' ' . .

8 p.m., Monday, September 18
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center
Michael Rothwell plays Lewis Carroll in an intimate portrait of
the author of Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking
Glass. The solo performance, based on Carroll 's diaries,
letters,. and writings is "an exquisite study . . . vivid, funny,
and movin . Tickets: $6

Back-to-School
come
Back-to-Red's
For .V alue
Brand new footwear
at low Discount Prices!
(children carefully fitted)
Why pay more?.

RED'S
Shoe Barn
Broadway St.
Dover

weekdays 9:30-9
Sat: 9-5:30

-----------------------------~

Want to_ express yourself and hear others' views
on current issues in sexuality-

Friday

In a May Wool
and Cormac ·McCarthy
Saturday

Jim Kweskin
and Cormac McCarthy
Sunday

Ike Roberts
Swing in the
Big Band Tradition

changing roles of men & w9men
confining stereotypes
intimate friendships
getting together & breaking up
parental expectations & personal values
health care concerns
. why's and how's of birth control DROP IN -·Rockingham Room, MUB - Wednesdays
3-5 pm
Sponsored by Human Sexuality Center, 862-1987

movies

around"
-Liz Smith ,
Syndicated Columnist

2:00
4:15
7:25
9:40

"Marvelously
funny"
- Time Magazine

______________________________ J

29 MAIN STRE! T OURHAM,N.H. 168-705l

Hours:
Mon-Sat 9-5: 30
Thur. eve Till 8

29 Main St.

Durham

Hairstyling for~
at
_
Reasonable prices

t

PHONE: 868-7051

appointment or walk-in

CINE 1·2·3·4
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200
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editorial---Mel Thomson--running scared
Gov. Meldrim Thomson is in trouble.
Thomson's in trouble because of the mushrooming electric bills he has supported as a way of
paying for his pet project, the Seabrook nuclear
power plant.
He's in trouble because of tbe staggering
property! business e_rofits, and rooms and meals
taxes he has imposed on the people of New Hampshire.
The Governor is in trouble because ot his
decrepit state institutions, his pitiful state
services, his neglect of the aged, the infirmed and
the poor.
The Governor is in trouble because of his pathetic
funding of the state University.
If Tuesday's gubernatorial primary is any
indication, the Governor is more than just in
trouble. Thomson is running--running scared.
The New Hampshire urges its readers to see to it
that this is one race the Governor loses.
Wesley Powell, a former governor, is the man
who ·challenged Thomson in Tuesday's Republican gubernatorial primary. Hugh Gallen is the
man who won the Democratic endorsement for
that seat.
Thomson came out of his primary with 44,820

votes -to Powell's 28,678. And Gallen finished in
his primary with 26,531.
·The key here . is Powell's surprising tally. It
reveals the deep split in this state's Republican
party-a split caused by Thomson's unresponsive
state government.
Powell has shown that more than a third of
New Hampshire's Republicans are fed up with
Thomson's antics. And Gallen's showing exhibits
a healthy Democratic opposition in the state.
It's still not known whether Powell will run as
an independent or bow out of the race. The New
Hampshire hopes Powell does withdraw, throwing
his support behind Gallen.
Gallen, as the opposition party candidate,
cannot leave the race. He is committed to carry
the banner against Thomson. And while Gallen is
not our choice as the ideal governor, he i~ a far
sight better than Meldrim Thomson.
Powell's reasons for remaining in the race are
not as pressing as Gallen' s. His candidacy could
only mean a split vote between Thomson's opponents-and victory for Thomson.
Powell's withdrawal, however, would st111
leave disgruntled Republicans with an out: Hugh
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Gallen.
_
The thought of crossing party lines may be distasteful to some Republicans. But the alternative is
even more bitter: two more years of Meldrim
Thomson in the State House.
After six years in Concord, Thomson'~ reactionary recklessness is finally catching up with him.
He has gone globetrotting on his "fact-finding"
tours once too often. He's lowered the state flag
for the price of a headline once too often. He's
pinched the state's pocketbook too tightly and
tread on the people's toes too hard.
And now he·s on the run.
The fortunes of the governor's chair are vital
to UNH students. We can sit back and let the man
responsible for rising tuition and declining quality
of education stay there. Or we can work to boot
him out.
The New Hampshire urges University students
to write Powell. Ask him to consider our arguments
and withdraw.
We urge students to work for Hugh Gallen.
Forget your party preference. In this election,
party lines don't count. What does count. is just
one thing: Defeating Meldrim Thomson.

Letters---Bl.esse~ are the vendors, for they shall

mherit leftovers.

Baek at UNH

Blessed are the college custodians, for
they shall be everyone's keeper.
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Blessed are the memo writers , phone
answerers & record finders, for
they shall be called secretaries.

To the Editor:
Blessed is September, for it shall end
August.
Blessed are those who advise the students, for they shall learn patience.
Blessed are the worn pencils & filled
notebooks, for they shall take minds
away from lazy summer fun.
Blessed are the poor in pocket, for they
shall be called the parents.
Blessed are the Kari-van drivers, for
they shall deliver us from the steering wheel.
Blessed are the professors, for they
shall hunger & thirst for silence.
Blessed are the librarians who persecute for literature's sake, for they
shall chase-lost book.
-- 1

Blessed are the. technicians, for they
shall supply skills.
Blessed are those assignments, for
th~y shall be experimental.
Blessed are those who dawdle & procrastinate, for they shall be called
the students.
Blessed are those who send them off
to college, for they shall be called
LUCKY.

Name withheld by request
.

-
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Red cross

MY
To the Editor:
UNH students, faculty, staff and
?ther residents of Durham who arc
interested in helping the Durham Red
Cross provide service to the communit?' arc invited to the Annual Meeting
of chapter membership. It will be
at 7 PM, Monday, Sept. 18 in Paine
~uditorium of the Durham Community Church . There will be refrcsh~ents , music, awards, a brief audiovisual program, and the election of
members to the Board of Directors.

WORD

IS

AS 600D AS

MY DE'ED !

Nobel K. Peterson
Chairman, Board of Directors
Durham Red Cross

Error
To the Editor :
I would like to correct an inadvertant error in the September 12 advertisement for representatives to the
Memorial Union Board of Governors.
The representative listed for Area II
should instead be a representative for
Area 111 . All other vacant positions
are listed correctly in the advertisement.
As stated letters of interest for the
positions are to be submitted to Stephanie Berg, Room 322, Memorial Union
Building by September 20.
J. Gregg Sanborn
Director of Student Activities
Memorial Union Building

N\U\RA6UAN PRE51Dt:NT SOMOZA PROMlSES FAIR AND HONEST ELECllONS IN 1981 .. NEWS ITEM

.-----~---------------------~---------- -

!
I

Auto Parts

I
I

Dover Auto Supply

OPEN HEARING
FOR THE PROPOSED

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
STRUCTURE

Main St. Durham
868-2791

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 20

at
12: 00 in the STRAFFORD
ROOM of the MUB

This will be an official forum for student

Student Discount
Mas ter Cha rge

Personal Checks

reaction to the Task Force Report published
in Tuesday 's "The New Hampshire". All members
of the Universtiy encouraged to attend.
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Books:

"Mel-Practice" is a big
case in New Hampshire
By Dana Jennings
Mel Thomson's made it. He's
a star. New Hampshire's irascible
and irrepressible governor is the
leading man in D. B. Johnson's
book, "Mel-Practice in New
Hamnshire".
In this collection of political
cartoons, we see Thomson Juggle
New Hampshire's budget like the
Cat-in-the-Hat. We see Thomson-short and squat--extol the virtues
of commuter taxc:J, nuclear power

plants and the lowering of the
state flag.
Yes, Thomson is the star of this
book, and he bears the brunt of
every joke in it.
Johnson's Thomson is a pathetic, distasteful character. He may
wear the guise of a court jester,
the Statue of Liberty or a southern
slave master, but in each incarnation he is a whining, sniveling
conniver.
Johnson's pen is brutal. The 34year old Derry native is tougher
on Thomson than any out-of-stater
could be.
Johnson's governor is ugly. Mel
becomes a bent-back old man
with a de Bergerac nose and
Nixonesque jowls. In the cartoons

aspects of New Hampshire.
In another fine . cartoon,
"Paying the Toll in New Hampshire", Johnson shows a car
entering New Hampshire at the
Hooksett Toll Booth. The toll attendant tries to sell the car's
driver some booze, meanwhile a
little boy's despairing face is
pressed against the rear window
of the car. A sign above the toll
reads, "Welcome to Mel-boro
country, wnere a ~unaay drive
\<Vhik Julm;:,uu '::. Tllu1n::iot1 ls
not admirable, he's still a laugh.- can be a heavenly experience.','
able buffoon. Johnson's Loeb is
"Mel-Practice in New Hampdownright evil.
shire" is the book for anyone who
Loeb looks like a cross between
has been annoyed, amused or disBoris Karloff and Vincent Price.
gusted by the antics of Governor
Thomson is his Frankenstein Meldrim Thomson. It is a comic
monster.
but unyielding look at the unconIn one of the best cartoons in the ventional man who dominates
book, "Flower Children of the New Hampshire politics.
Radical New Right", Loeb and "Mel-Practice
in
New
Thomson, dressed in caveman Hampshire" is a col.lection of
furs, frolic in a field bloomi110 political cartoons by D. B.
with bombs and bullets. It
Johnson that have appeared
funny, but grim. <The cartoon ap- in various New Hampshire
peared in the April issue of The newspapers since 1975. The
New Hampshire).
book is published by Intervale
Johnson's ideas and drawings Publishing Co., Meredith,
fuse into a compelling whole. N.H. and costs $4.95. Johnson's
And while the book is humorous cartoons appear regularly in
Johnson points out not so funny The New Hampshire.
Thomson is a political Quasimodo,
featured in four chapters: 1) Melnutrition for the Budget 2) Melfunctioning Employees 3) Melawatts for Mother Nature and 4)
Melcontents.
Although Mel is the focus of the
book, Johnson takes a few jabs
at the General Court <New
Hampshire's legislative body)
and at Manchester Union Leader
publisher William Loeb.

Boppin' the blues at "Horsefeathers." (Jerry Naples photo)

Hitch up at
Horsefeathers
By David Grutter

_ _ _,,.....,.....

':lbHJl~-

D.B. Johnson's Mel Thompson provides an ailing Old Man of the Mountains with lots of Tender
Loving Care, from D.B. Johnson's book of cartoons "Mel-Practice in New Hampshire." <Loran
Percy photo)

New exhibit lacks theme
By Lauren Dill
''Contemporary Drawings
from University Collections,''
could be a riveting collection; it
is certainly punctuated by such
exclamation marks as Hadzi and
Wyeth. Instead, the exhibit lacks
a visible theme.
Other than the facts that the artwork is "contemporary" and
"from university collections," it
seems like a jumble of available
donations rather than a wellplanned selection.
Most of the drawings are rendered in black and white. By
eliminating color and throwing
elements such as value. space
and line to the forefront. black
and white can be an effective
medium; however, it is not an
adequate theme for an entire exhibit.
Unlike the Pascin exhibit upstairs. held together by its watery
oils and wisteria moods, this one
seems disjointed. Whether collections evoke a "yes!," a "no!" or
a "maybe." they should elicit a

response; this exhibit merely
leaves one puzzled.
While lacking a tangible theme
as a whole, the drawings themselves are definitely worth
seeing. The artwork encompasses everything from the sublime introspection of Hadzi to the
social satire of Ben Shahn.
In the introspective vein,
''Oodie Lynch'' shows all the
eloquence of Wyeth, from the deft
handling of Oodie's skeptical
gaze to the jacket's star-shaped
folds. The homey comfort of his
old army jacket invites us inside;
we want to try the coat on for
size.
Drawn inward again by
William Bailey's soft gaze.
"Reclining Nude" is another fine
beauty. She is austere. yet
exquisitely molded.
Lahotan's ''Early Morning
Trees ... a quick study in magic
marker. has an evocative.
mystical quality totally at odds
with Geist'S "Untitled" red
amoeba nearby.
One of the better reflective

pieces is Jerome Witkin's "Study
for the Annunciation: Eggar's
Third Floor." It has the beauty of perspective: . a soft body relaxed between brown velveteen cushions. an almost
phallic shape in perfumed rose.
The "Studies for Sculpture" by
Hadzi have an investigative
quality not possible in realism.
His blunt adzes and samurai
warrior shapes suggest the hunt.
Another
abstract
piece.
Baskin 's "Fat Dutch Artist." is a
swashbuckling portrait which
takes on more meaning at a
distance. Elias Friedensen's
boring but well-spaced '·Rocks
and Jetty" also forces the viewer
to move back -- not bv choice but
through necessity. Such pieces
are poorly placed in the exhibit
next to fine. close-up work like
Bailey's nude.
Other abstractions. such as
Tobev·s "Golden Head" take on
adde.d meaning through their
placement. The "Golden Head."
an abstract laced with gold ink.
adopts a basking. leonine quality

Where can you go to get ''The
Only Harvey In Town?"
What is the name of a
restaurant that calls its kitchen
its Art Department?
Where can you get a rum and
coke, or any alcoholic beverage,
in a glass so big that your hand
may not fit all the way around it?
The answer to all these
questions is "Horsefeathers."
"Horsefeathers" is located on
Upper Square, next to the InTown Motel, in Dover, only about
ten minutes' drive from campus.
According to Ben Williams,
"Horsefeathers" co-owner, the
restaurant's proximity to UNH is
no coincidence.
Williams says that when he
decided to open a "Horsefeathers"
in the seacoast area, a UNH Hotel
Administration study recommended Dover as a location. Williams keeps his restaurant open
from eleven a.m. until quarter to
midnight every day, because he
knows students' schedules often
don't allow for normal lunch and
dinner hours.
Williams says his restaurant is
"kind of a fun place where--people
can come in a couple times a
week and not be bored."
He describes "Horsefeathers"
as a neighborhood eatery. Food is
served downstairs at the bar if
you're alone and don't want to go
up to the dining room. All food is
homemade on the premises. and
all the items on the menu are
available at any time of the day.
Appetizers. soups. salads and entrees are offered individuallv.
usuallv not in combinations.
·
"You can build vour own
meal.·· says Williams.·
· 'Horsef eat hers··
is
aestheticallv unusual and attractive. The front is characterized
by huge windows. All woodwork

inside is beautifully done in a
light stain, and the stairs up to
the dining room have a brass
railing.
The dining room decor includes
an old grocery store sign .
If you have to wait for a table,
you can do so on a balcony furnished with wicker and large,
fern-like plants. Interestingly, all
the carpentry, furnishing, and
antique collecting for Horsefeathers was done by Williams,
partner Brian Blynn, and some
friends.
Hal Lothrop helped, too.
Lothrop, a 1974 UNH graduate. is
the chef at Horsefeathers. His
"works" include: "The Basic
Burger," a half-pound hamburger; "Chicken Pajamas On,"
Horsefeathers terminology for a
unique verson of the Chicken
parmesan and a piece of
cheesecake with Kahlua poured
over it. Two brands of "very hip"
sparkling mineral water are offered on the unusually witty
menu.
Boston's Real Paper summer
issue <June 26th) called the North
Conway "Horsefeathers" "New
Hampshire's best place to eat,
drink, and be merry."
The food at "Horsefeathers" in
Dover is delicious too. Recommended are the aforementioned
"Only Harvey In Town," a
pastrami sandwich with onions,
tomatoes and melted cheese, and
the cheesecake. The prices are
wonderfully reasonable.
The atmosphere is casual and
warm. and only the slightly
bright lighting detracts from the
dining room atmosphere.
"Horsefeathers" is informal:
it cleverly mixes contemporary
restaurant conventions with an
imaginative concept and menu. It
will feed you good, homemade
food- and you won't have to empty
your pockets.

arts&
entertainm.ent
through con.iunction with Harolct
Tovish 's ''Self-portrait, .. a studv
in life after death. Tovish i thf>
artist seeing death stubble on his
chin and his eyelids seamed shut.
Next to this death m~sk. Tobey's

"Golden Head" seems bronzed
and alive. It is one of the few effective placements in the exhibit.
Most of the abstract work at
least has spatial balance. For
DRAW~NGS, page 13
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----Calendar---Friday, September 15
Organ Concert - German organist Johannes Geffert will
play works by Bach, Rinck, Bartoldy, Reger and Schumann.
Durham Community Church, 8 p.m.
E.B.B. -: a one-woman play on the life of Elizabeth
Barrett Browni~g at the Hennessy Theater, 8 p.m.

Sunday, September 17
Disco Dance Contest at the College Corner's "Down
Under Pub." starts tonight and will continue through the
next four Sunday~. Grand Prize will be $50.

•
MUSO Film series
By ·Brendan DuBois

"The salesmen," Cole said,
"come in and start saying 'All
our movies are great, and we'll
give you a package deal for five'
and so on . I find some of these
salesmen to be without character
like a jellyfish.''
"I think -$300 is pretty decent
though I once was quoted the

With movie prices at three
dollars or more, it seems hard to
believe that many students would
pass up a chance to see a film for
seventy-five cents, but such is the
case for the MUSO Film series.
"Very rarely are the movies we
snow sold out,·· :sail.I Evdu Cole, price of $1,000 for "The Grateful
MUSO Film Director. ''The Dead" film. I was talking to the
Strafford Room holds 525 studen- salesman on the phone, and I
ts per showing, and when you thought something was wrong
have an enrollment of 10,000 and with the connection. I started
there's still empty seats, that's • banging the phone on the desk,
not very good."
and I worked the price down to
The result is that the Film $900."
Series loses money. Cole, a senio:r
Although some allegation has
majoring in Environmental Con- been made that the film series
servation, said that the film hurts local theaters' business, the
series IOst $3,000 last year.
subject causes Cole to start
''The reason we lose money is laughing.
"I think that's a crock
lack of attendance, and the lack
of attendance comes from the of shit," he said, with a
movies we show," Cole said. huge grin. "On a big night,
"When we show movies like "An- our series can hold 1,050 students.
nie Hall," we're sold out. But we We show the film once, and then
once aired "My Darling Clemen- it's gone. That leaves 9,000
tine," a 1946 Western, only ten students for the Franklin or other
students showed up. Simply, lack theaters to handle.
of attendance comes from the
"This semester, my number
films we show that aren't one goal is economic: to stay out
popular.''
of the red as much as possible. I
Part of Cole's job is to select also would like to do something
the films that are shown every .about seating arrangements and
Thursday and Sunday nights. He audience comfort. Steel chairs
deals with such movie companies are painful to sit in for two hours.
as Swank, United Artists, and And of course, I want to try to run
good films."
Paramount.

Monday, September 18
"The World of Lewis Carroll" starring Michael Rothwell,
a one-man show based on the life of the author, 8 p.m.
in the Johnson Theater. Admission is $4 for students, $6 for
regular admission.
·..

\

. ..

-- --
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Leadership positions are now
available to interested students.
The UNH Student Government is
seeking capable and intelligent
undergraduates that can provide
direction for our student body.

.

not succeed. Artwork is difficult
enough to comprehend without
the added confusion of jarring inexample, the beauty of Bir- .teractions. The eloquence of one
mglin'i;; "Rock Found~tions;" liP~
piP<>P is lost in the ozone: its shout
in its spatial dimensions, its becomes a whisper, and it does
floating elevator of soft tan rock.
not work to hope the shout will
resonate off another piece across
1V11chaux is another artist the room.
having fun: his ink splashes are
like..miniature Rorschach's blots.
There are centers of interest,
His is an infinite gallery of dan- but no design, not even a tangible
cers, witches, reindeer, flying . abstraction. Even abstraction
Dutchmen and fat women has a basic intent. There is a difpretending to be flying Dutchmen ference between an abstract
or dancers. And isn't that what arrangement and a random
art is all about -- the common design which makes ·no sense.
man's dream of the dance? One has no way to honestly judge
Michaux asks us to come the exhibit because there is no
prepared to dance. At least until place to land. One drawing is enthe next drawing on social titled "Penumbra:" a penumbra,
satire.
according to Webster's, is a
The exhibit's thematic begin- "hazy region around an opaque
nings are unfinished. The theme body," as hazy as the intent of
is nebulous, much too elusive; "Contemporary Drawings."
''Contemporary Drawings
one sifts it like grains of sand
through the fingers. Occasionally from University Collections"
will be on exhibit in the Scudone discovers a smooth pebble-but only as a solitary stone. There der Gallery of the Paul
are no groups of pebbles, no Creative Arts Center through
granite foundations, no internal October 26. Gallery hours are
forces. If the curators were Monday - Thursday 10-4,
trying to dispel the idea that an Saturday -and Sunday 1-5.
exhibit needs a theme, they did Closed Fridays and holidays.
DRAWINGS
continued from page 12

sunba~ s<ytembe-r ff
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Positions Available are:
5 Commuter Senators
1 VP for Academic Affairs
1 Secretary - paid position
Committee Members.

If you arc interested and want more in format ion. call l~andy at 8()2-1494 or stop by
I~m. 1;~2 of the MUB before :i p.m. weekdays
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PPO&M
sustains c_u ts

•
comics

PPO&M
continued from page 1

by Jeff MacN elly

Shoe

My desk is an intricate. system

llle.tn(>:

1b: P. Martin Shoemaker.

oP archives and reference material

Relit.or.

which has proven to ~ a valuable.

From: CosrnoFishawk.

irrnur day·t:P.da.y journalistic tasks. Therefore my
~k and I would ~th ap~le
it very much i.£ you would ...

!e$)UI'Ce

Bdi~-

Subjecb My desk.

by Tom K. Ryan

Tumbleweeds
~ur

IT ISN'TTHAT I DON'T
WANllO VOTE FOR YOU,
MR. JUDG-E, SIR ...

can help us out significantly. The
cost of electricity goes up continually. Students pay for that increase in room and board rates.
"We're hoping that Venezueh
won't raise the price of oil this
year, and we're hopeful that the
Public Service Company won't
raise the rates anymore."
Energy costs are a separate
line item in the PPO&M budget
said Boothby. "It enables us t~
keep track of energy costs and to
compare them from year to year.
It's also kept separate for the
purpose of writing reports to the
state."

IF I [71[/

WHAT '{OU ASK AND
PISGUISE: MYSELF

ANl/ SA'{ l'M A
MIDGET, 1'17 ~E
A L.IARl

collegiate crossword
1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

.....................•,

13

14

ACROSS
1 Discolorations

17

7
14
16
17

19
23

18

19

26

20

22
23
24
25

26
28
30
31

43
48

33

35
36
37

51
56

40
43

60

44
46

Coast (India)
Floating structure
City in Texas
Country in Africa
Concise
Prefix: mouth
Very pale
Well-known
magazine
Richard Deacon role
Math concept, for
short
Young boy
"Beat it!"
Employing
d'Azur
Put the football
into play
Stirred up
Retained
Furniture wood
Withdraw
Favors
Vigor
Less cooked
Prophet

48 Word in Cagney
phrase
49 Region of India
50 Organization for
Ben Casey
51 Prayer part
53 Lacking delicacy
55 Cut
56 Dug out canoe
58 Milk glass

10 "Thanks !"
11 Mussolini, et al.
12 Enliven
13 Went backward
15 Carpentry item
21 Nullify
27 Duped
28 Volta
29 Miss Ga rs on
30 Garden vegetables

60 Repeat

32 Prefix: child

61 Trifling
62 Mexican garb
63 Office workers
DOWN
l Tics

2 Mexican Indians
3 From Luanda
4 veto
5 " ... iron bars
a cage"
6 Begrime
7 Slander
8 "The Story of Boy"
9 Official permit
(abbr.)

34 Clod

36 Disloyalty
37 Ancient Egyptian
god
38 Ancient Asian
39 Affair need
40 Malayan boat
41 Straighten again
42 Type of class
45 Concurs
47 Badgerlike
animals
52 Mi SS Bayes
53 Good-looking
54 Name for a dog
55 Voucher
57 Hiatus
59 White House girl

You Get
$1.00 Credit

on every pound · you· lose
when you start on The
Shaklee Way Slimming
plan within the next 30
days.
Call 742-7989 for details

Independent Shaklee
Distributor

•••••••••••••••••••••••

62
CC> Edward Julius, 1978

Collegiate CW78-6

Fear
and
Sunda~"-Nick's

Special Paradise
Monday- Rock 'n Roll Ni~ht
Tuesday-Ladies Ni~ht

FRI. & SAT.-7:00 & 9::30

Enjoy Disco wilh D.]. George

Robinson Monday - Saturday

CAPRICORI\

in
;i'

.

Durham

~0

ONE

ELLIOTT GOULD

1•1;
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S.C.O.P.E. presents an evening with

LITTLE FEAT

with Special Guests

Kaz/Fuller Band

Sunday, October 1, 1978
8 p.rn.

at the Field House, U.N.H.

Tickets available at M.U.B.
Ticket Office, Mon.-~ri., 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

$5.50 U .N .H. Students with I.D.·
$6.50 General Admission &
At Door-
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r~h:re =~e

a general

lmeeting for all ISA (lnterStudentf
n at ion a I
Association) memberst
and interested parties on
Sunday night, Sept. 17, ot
7 p.m. A slide show will be ,
presented and refresh-·
ments will be served.

I MEL-PRACTICE
IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

1
Thel
held at

meeting will be
the new I-house, formally
Richardson House Jn the
Mini-Dorms.

_.._

-

DON'T MISS IT!!
BUY A COPY TODAY
AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE

Help Wanted:~

<-R
.

Nt>w Hampo;hirt> t>ditori,il c.irtooni\t
0 B lohno;on 1,1kp-; ,1 -;h,irp ,111d
witty look ,11 Cov Mt>ldrim
Thommn in thi\ collPct ion
of hi' ht>'! c.irtoono;
h',1turing : Tht> 1ll77 IL1ttlP of
tht' Budgt>t . tht> St>ahrook
occupat iom ,111d Thom\on'-;
trip-; to So Afric"1 ,rnd T ,1iw,111
<12 p.igp, gr, illuo;tr.1t1rn1'
$4 qr,

or m,1il $4 qr, pill\ 7r;c JH'r c opv for po\t<1g1• ,111d h,rndlint: to
INll R.\'AI I PllBIJ"HINC C0 .\ 1PANY
Ml f<f 1)1 fH N H 0 \2r; l PJ( tt i.e.,,

~C>
PartTime

6~

Fry line will train.
Apply

SALE

111 State Street ,Portsmouth, N.H.

20to50% OFF

FRANKLIN

Closed Mondays

Newick's Lobsters

2all: 7 42-3205
Dover Point

Storewide Reductions on selected
items, hiking · boots, tents, packs,
down parkas, sleeping bags, bicycle
packs, and clothing.

THEATRE

Fri-Sat

Sept. 15-16

6:30 &8:50
Jane Fonda

Jon Voi¢lt
in

Coming Home

Sale dates Sept. 5-Sept. 16
Sun-Mon

lllildtrns
Crails
Pettee Brook Lane
Durham, New Hampshire·

SAT. &SUN. MATS
1: 30-ALL $1.QQ

Tel . - 868-SS84

ROBBIE BENSON

~Ode To Billy~

Seut. 17-18

6:30 & 8:35
starrin~

RON HOWARD
in

American c~raffiti
Tues-Wed

Sept. 19-20
6:30 & 8:45
Shirley McClaine /Ann Bancroft
in

Wilderness Qunping. Back packing. Ski Touring

Turning Point

----classified a d s - - - - for sale
2 tickets to Bob Seger at Boston Garden on
Thursday September 21 at 8:00. Please call
742-8174. 9/18
Take care of all your furniture needs Desks, beds, mattresses, bureaus, lamps,
kitchen sets, living room sets, end tables,
much more . . . All at reasonable prices.

~~~~s~~~tfl~~8-5~~- ~~~-lk~6e ~h1rfrte~~~

Furniture downtown Portsmouth 163
Islington St. Near Robbins Auto. 9/26
WATERBED - FALL STUDENT SPECIAL
ONE TIME PRODUCTION. While they last!
Super Single (48" wide) Complete waterbed,
includes frame, pedestal heater with thermostat-control, liner and repair kit. Fully
warranted UL approved. Total price $275.00.
Full line of w~terbeds and accessories
·available. Waterbeds 'n Furniture, down-·
town Portsmouth near Robbins Auto 163
Islington St. 436-1286. Open Mon.-Sat. 11:305. 9~~-=---------·------ .
1 pr. Women's Suede HIKING BOOTS
new - worth $45. 'Worn once. Size 8. Take
best offer. Reason for selling: too big. Call
Kathy at 2-2195 anytime. 9/15 ·
10 speed Bianchi, 4 years old, campagnoio

compoueurs, new paint, thorougnty c1eanect,

ROYAL PORTABLE Electric typewriter.
Barely used . Excellent condition. Just
g~~f~~~~~ai!~~i~~~~11 gnd maintained. $175.
BIKE for sale - 10 speed Peugeot - small
frame, 19 inch. Exce!Ient condi[ion, recently
overhauled, new parts. Great for around
campus -and recreational use. $110. Call
Caroling 742-8716. 9/19

cars for sale____

HORSE STALLS FOR RENT IN LEE:
Large box staHs,_J?asture. ring. trails. turnout; adult care. Terms to be arranged. Call
659-5441. • l/219

help wanted
Part time job nowbfuture opportunity later.
Own hours, own oss, save on your own
needs; make extra money. Call Jay Leech,
603-742·7989. 9/15

1973 CAPRI V-6, 4 speed AM-FM, decor in·
ternior. 7 185/70-13 steel radials including
snows. Nice car, just inspected, 70,000 miles,
$1395. 942-8582. 9/29
.
VEGA 72. 35,000 mileS on engine. Passed inspection,,. 4 new tires, power and air1 new
clutch. 1,;all Andy 868-2228 or see Anay the
~~~er - Durham, $350 - (Little Rust)!!!

Educational Tale~t Search has positions
available for College Work/Study Students.
One involves outreach work contacting high
school guidance personnel and social service
agencies within New Hampshire to counsel
low-income students about post-secondary
educational opportunities: Training is
grovided. Graduate students or seniors who

1974 DATSUN 610 S.W. Show room condition.
Very smooth engine, automatic, AM-FM.
Book value $2875, asking $2400 or B.O. Call
~~~ii at 868-2564. Must sell to pay fees soon.

10-15 hours of office-fased assistance contacting [><?St-secondary admissions and financial aid personnel and students via telephone
. and mail: processing such applications:
troubleshooting. Contact Marsha John,
Robinson House 862-1562. 9/19

1970 Ford Galaxy 500 For Sale--Good con·
dition. 2-door. Call Jeanette, 868-9634 or 21077, Rm. 112. $700 !'!ego.

WANTED: VW beetle snow tires (2l in good

20 inch woman's frame, practically new
condition,,$85.00. Call 2-1601. Ask for Annie in
Rm. 103 . .l\.eep trying. 9/19

conditjon. Call 659-2562. 9/15

.

BSR 200 BAX 'TURNTABLE 1 -yr. old brand new cartridge. Excellent Condition.
$105.00 Please call Nancy 868-2516. 9/15

DUPLEX UNIT $225/mo. for 2 or 3 persons,
includes water, steps from shopping center
and new public liorary, about 20 minutes
~/~~ · campus, very clean. Call Leo 742-4134.

FOR SALE: Component Stereo system in
excellent condition. Pfoneer SA 5200 Amplifier, Phillips GA 407 Turntable 1 Marantz
4G Speakers, Shure M-91 ED Cartridge. $300.
~31-8560. 9/15

Room available'for immediate occupancy at
14 Strafford Ave. Durham for both
semesters. $450/semester. Call Joan
McGeuness, 868-9929. 9/15

for rent

t;ti~na c~~v~~·~:~~~ns:ri~~r~~geJ'~~~~Fv~~

MOONLIGHTERS. Dover News has an early
morning home delivery route available.
NEWMARKET, LEE AREA. Excellent

money for a few hours work every morning.

For more information call Mrs. LaFrance at
742-1578, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 9/22
Painters wanted full or part time. Good pay,
hard work. Call Jeff 1-203-363-3170. 9/26
GENERAL KITCHEN HELP. Full and part
time positions available in comfortable
creative restaurant environment. Contact:
Hal at HORSEFEATHERS 749-0483. 9/22
Part time helj) wanted at Wood Stove Shop.
Apply at N.H. Stove Co., routes 125 and lllA,
Br!'1;wood, N.H. 9/15.
_,h .
'l.'.a~A.:~ '

$200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE MAILING CIRCULARS!! Materials supplied. Earn immediately! Send self-addr_essed stamped envelope. Homeworker. B427-6HN Troy, MT
59935. 9/19
Bartenders and waitresses apply in person
between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. Old Farm Pub, 34
Locust St. Dover, N.H. O~n 6 p.m.-1 a .m . 6
days, Sun. 6 p.m.-12 midnight. 9/19
Immediate Openings - Part-time clerks for
receivinf and general stock work. 20-30 hrs.

I:r
w~hfr~~~~~~~:9~~~.gP~~~~pe~~~~
Broadway, Dover. 9/19

The Town of Durham is in need of seven (7)
or eight (8) people to work part-time <hours
negotiable around class schedule) starting
immediately and lasting for approximately
eight (8) to ten (10) weeks. The work will
consist of general labor for ladnscaping and
road maintenance. The pay is $3.25 per hour.
Work-Study students encoura ed. Ap·

0
~!~~~~~;tva~~bde fl~~~e~o'b~~n~cei>~~l~~

services
TYPING: Letters Resumes. Theses, 20
years experience. Call 742-2692. 9/29
GUITAR INSTRUCTION BY EXPERIEN·
CED ' PROFESSIONAL - Elementary to
Advanced - Jazz, Classical, Folk, Rock
Styles. Flat picking - finger picking-Modal
runnings. Reasonable rates. 749·3433. 9/29
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $100 for
your 256-page, mail order catalog of
Collegiate Research. 10,250 topics listed.
Prompt Delivery. Box 25907-B, LOs Angeles,
Calif. 90025 (213) 477-8226. 9/22
HARMONICA LESSONS - Folk & Classical.
Have played 5 years with the Westchester
Summer Band m addition to coffeehouses.
Call Barbara at 868·9650. 9/19
GUITAR LESSONS - Beginning finger·
picking and flatpicking. Have taugfit 2 years
m the New York area. Call Barbara at 8689650. 9/19

Station). All applications must be in by
Friday, Septem0er 22.,. 1978i at 5:00 p.m.
Tutor for calculus, physics, and general
THE TOWN OF DURttAM S AN EQUAL . math. Negotiable ratCl>;. easy going. Call
OPPORTUNITYI AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Tom Nelson, 659·5324 ;:,un.-Wed. alter 9,
EMPLOYER. 9/19
Thur.-Sat. any time. 9/22
Pirates Cove Restaurant, 1200 Ocean Blvd.
TYPING 65t/page. Call Caren. 659-2363. 9/19
Rye, N.H. 436·9591 NOW HIRING:
Professional TYPING at its best by UniverWaitresses, Waiters, Hostesses and Kitchen
sity Secretarial Associates. T.hesei'resum.es
Helv. 9/22
our s~ialty. IBM Correctmg Selectric,
choice of style/pitch. Competitive rates for
superior work. Call Diana 742-4858. 9/15

rides needed
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Air Force
gives UNH
825,000
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SCORPIO'S PUB ·

TARGET
continued from page 3

Every Day is Your Day!

Electrical Engineers, by January
of 1980.
"I've been interested in the
problem for the last ten years,
ever since I worked for the Institute for Defense Analysis in
Arlington, Virginia," Nahin says.

There'• notbln1 -unny
about death•••
...rut it's sure good for a few laughs.

Stop By For The Best In
People, Beer, andJust Good Times

"The whole security business
completely rankled me," he
recalls. The US has a terrible
weapon proliferation problem.
We'll literally sell weapons to
auyu11e. If we should get into a
war, how are we going to identify
our enemies when.they are using
our weapons to fight against us?"

b

DDDDDDDIHDD

Q

11 Madbury Rd. Durham

Nahin says that he doesn't
foresee another world war, either
nuclear or otherwise. Still, he
says he believes in having a
· "strong, intelligent defense
system."

-l~cscarch

reports
-(J.roup papers
-Final Papers

"It's sad that we have to worry
about these things, that we have
to live in constant tension," he
says, "but people have to be
realists."

of Durham

If we should ever have a
nuclear war, Nahin predicts emphatically, "We'd be blown off
the face of the earth.
"It would be all over."

-complete copy-printing service47 ~lain Stred

tel. 8()8-~4;;o

an Athena Z. Production

STARTS SEPT. 20th

Portions of this motion picture
were filmed in Durham and surroundin~
areas. Many U.N.11. students were used as
actors and cx.tras.

Telephones 868-2666 or 862-1310
I

Resident - Collegiate Community
Madbury Road
Durham, New Hampshire 03824

A Fantasy for Adults

Reverend Joseph E. Desmond
Rev. Frederick J. Pennett, Jr.
Parish Priests and Chaplains
to the University of New Hampshire
MASSES
Saturday
Sunday
Holy Qays
Monday - Friday
Wednesday Night

5:00 pm
9:00 am, 11 :00 am, and 5:00 pm
To be announced
12: 10 pm f Ghapel of Student
9: 30 pm '
Center

4 Days Only!
ACADEMY A WARD WINNER

7:00, 9: 15

~SEX

•ac ......

r_•_E~

_W_Clfi
_____L_____.a__

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
AT AI.L TIMES!

9: 15

*******

----classified a d s - - - t!) these harsn winters. ram willing to negotiate monetary terms. Please call 'Gregg in
~m. ~13. 868-9815 and leave name & number
· Lt. Brown Hardcover folder w/legal pad in·. if not m.10/3
side. Also drop/add cards. If found PLEASE' - - - - - - - - - - - - call Dotty. 749-3748.
Volwiteers needed
.
.
At the Portsmouth Rehabilitation Center. A
Fof1d. Wrist watch, ID back of T-Hall. Con- non-profit organization ror handicapped
people. Choose from different classes. Gr t
tac Regma at 749-2606.
neea for anyone interested. Possible cl~
credit. Contact Nancy Jewett 436-5716. 9/'1:1.
Dear "Hollo" so how's the Pillsbury doughROOMMATE WANTED: Prefer female boy been lately? Didn't think I'd run anotfier
one
huh? Wrong! Don't feel bad though, just ·
grad student, own room, fully furnished, all
utilities incl. Hampton Beach, $133. Call read on for the zinger below to Preppie and
Jenny.
Scoop.
~berta 629-6443 mornin_gs or after 7 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: 2 bedroom Dear (_ugs) and Preppie, by now I'm sure
cabin in Barrington - 15 min. from UNH, you are aware of tonights_preOicted repeat of
part-furnished, Jirad student or working per- our last day at camp. Will you two run out of
son preferred. 150/month. Sharon - 664- gas once again? Just be grateful you won't
2654 <evenings a ter 5: 00 and weekends) 9/26 llave to worry about a ride home this time,
you can crawl back to McLaughlin. Hope you
guys can come back with a Detter personal
ROOMMATE WANTED: Prefer female on Tuesday. Love and Kisses, Scoop.
between 6 p.m.-7 p.m. Old Farm Pub 34 To the GAP. Happly belated birthdav to the
plications available at the Town Office, 13-15 old man in the house (23 ). The next ti'me you
Collegiate Research, 10,250 topics listed "want to see color" at 1 a.m. you miibt find
- - - - - - - - - - - - - yourself sleeping in the hearse. "RaIPh."
- Jean
said.to·
hello and
and
_ _ ___._...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Jocelyn
write to Berube
her at UVM.
I have
hersa)'
a<ldress

-lost

pre-paid class ad form
To Read as Follows______________________________________________

Cars for sale __
for sale
for rem.

roommates __

services
rides
lost& fuund

personals

help wa~t~ __
Please Print
Must Be Prepaid
First Insertion: Sl.08 for 38 words or less; S.50 for each 15 words extra.
Each Consecutive Insertion: J.25. Maximum number of runs: 1
Amt. end.:
1·0 Run_ Times.
Make checks payable to: The New Hampshire. Rm. 151, Memorial Union.

roommates

personals

I need a garage in Durham for the school tel number which I can . forward upon
~ear (Sept.-Ma.v'.>. 1 am a student at UNH. r~u~t. Happy Belated Birthday. Guess
and do not want to subject my SPorts cai: _W_lio_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

vant to •ell a roomie?
ad.,ertiae in the nh cla•• ad•.
I
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Great Bay Food Cooperative, Inc.

**********
WANTEDBYTOWNOFDURHAM

Individual or individuals to paint Town Office Building exterior. Salary negotiable - by hour or contract.
Contact Town Office, 13-15 Newmarket Road, tele. no.
868-5571. Deadline September 15, 1978. THE TOWN OF
DURHAM IS A AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

*****

The Great Bay Food Cooperative invites
you to join in an exciting alternative to the
supermarket. We are a cooperative
distributing service offering quality foods
at Low Prices. Working just 3-4 hours per
montn allows you to purchase fish, produce,
cheese, dairy and b.read products as well as
grains, teas and spices. Come see us in the
MUB's Granite State Room on Mondays
between 4:30 and 6:30 p. m.

CUZIN RICHARD
Entertainment Agency

FOR THE BEST
_ENTERTAINMENT
Richard Smith
Portsmouth, N.H.
436-8596

----------------------~L------------------------------

.oooaooaoacooo=aaoooooooaccocaaaaaoooacooaooaoaaooaaa1aa1••••••••••a•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••o•••

REQUIRED
ING
FORSCENCE,
ENGINEERING
DDUSINESS.

HANDHELD CALCULATORS:
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
_ BEFORE YOU BUY.
Your college work habits will
surely influence your professional
work habits. If you're in science,
engineering or business, a handheld calculator will be an

Which is why we prepared a
brochure entitled, "The Student's
Choice ... The Professional 's
Choice ... The Logical Choice'.' In
it, you'll read about everything you should consider before
buying your college calculator.
Things like calculator construc-

essential element in molding

tion, ease-of-use, logic systems

those habits. That's whv it's
so important to make the correct
choice of a calculator now.

and more. Pick up a free copy at
vour bookstore or nearest
-Hewlett-Packard dealer. For the

address, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-648-4711 except from Hawaii
or Alaska. In Nevada call
800-992-5710. And do it soon.
Because we think buying a
calculator should be one of your
most carefully calculated decisions.

HEWLETT

Ji& PACKARD

Dq1r. 0000. IOOO N. E. fin:lc Alvd .. Con:allis. OR <J7330

616/ 73
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UNH nine falls
to Lowell, I 0-2
By Pete Hearne
It is always encouraging to
have immediate success when
undertaking something new. Such
was not the case for the UNH
baseball team Wednesday, as the
Wildcats were swindly beaten by
the University of Lowell in the
opening game of the new fall
program, 10-2.
Lowel1 scored once in the first
and twice more in the inning of
the nine inning contest off UNH
starting pitcher Terry Williams,
and the Wildcats would never
recover. Williams, who gave up
nine hits and four bases on balls,
turned in a less than average performance. UNH head coach Ted
Conner, however, was not
discouraged. "I know how Terry
· can pitch," he said, "that wasn't
what I was looking for."
What Conner was looking for
was good performances from
some of the new, inexperienced
players. Particularly noteworthy
was the play of Vint Choiniere at
shortstop and third baseman Jeff
Stohrer, both freshmen.

Also earning praise from Conner was freshman hurler Andy
Adams, who recorded three
strikeouts in two innings of relief.
Sharing the pitching with Adams
and Williams was Steve clohnson , who pitched two good i.nnings
before being hit hard m the
seventh inning.
UNH committed three fielding
errors and several mental errors,
but these can be excused in an
opening game. The game also
saw seven UNH hits, including
two singles by Matt Kelly, a
double by Eric Frazier 1 and one
single apiece from Jim 1".lacDonald, Keith Stone, Jeff Whitty,
and Mike O'Leary .
Sunday, the Wildcats travel to
Lowell for a 1 p.m. doubleheader,
and al~e same two teams
will meet, many different players
will be suited up. "I saw what .I
wanted to see today", reiterated
Conner "and there will be more
change~ fn the next"few games ."
The baseball roster currently
contains over 30 names, of which
only 17 players were dressed for
Wednesday's game.

Offense thinned
by injuries
UNH football co-captain Mike Marchese, who suffered a concussion last Saturday at Holy Cross, will not play tomorrow at
Central Connecticut, according to Allan Chamberlin, assistant
sports information director at UNH.
The magnitude of the injury is still not known, and the results
from brain scan tests may take weeks . His playing status will be
determined on a game-by-game basis and junior Mike Hennessey
will start at the inside linebacker position tomorrow.
Offensive tackle Paul Kelly 's shoulder separation, suffered
Saturday, will keep him out of actien for at least three weeks.
Quarterback Steve Wholley's thumb is still not 100 percent, but
he will start. Mike Halligan's hip pointer was not serious and he
will start at defensive end. Linebacker Buddy Dowd has
recovered from his hamstring pull and will start tomorrow.
Fullback Skip Swiezynski is still bothered by his pulled hamstring, and will miss his second straight game tomorrow. His injury, combined with the possibly serious knee damage sustained
by freshman Bob On thank leaves UNH with only two fullbacks:
senior Bill Cameron and freshman Chris Pinter.

Holy Cross quarterback Peter Colombo draws a crowd of UNH defenders during last week's ·
Crusader win. The Wildcats hope to even their record at 1-1 tomorrow as they face Central
Connecticut. (Gerry Miles photo)

Bowes wants errors corrected
FOOTBALL
continued from page 20
"Payton was a great runner
and we're going to miss him"
said Loika. "We still have a lot of
question marks on offense."
With only seven lettermen
having graduated ancl nine starers back on defense, it would appear that the Blue Devils will
come close to repeating last
year 's 7-3 record . A breezy
Division II sc.herlule. howPvPr
<CConn didn't follow its Division
II colleag_µes to Division I-AA) ,
takes some of the lustre off a
winning record .
"We ' re at a disadvantage
because we don 't know what to
expect from them (CCqnn)" said
UNH head coach Bill Bowes .
"They haven't played yet and we
don't have any practice films .
They saw us play against Holy
Cross but we 're going in blindly .
Bowes seemed more concerned

with correctirig some of the til he catches up to where he
problems that surfaced in Satur- . should be in terms of practice
day 's loss to Holy Cross than with time.
Bowes
a tt ributed
worrying about the Blue Devils. Coleman's two fumbles Saturday
He wants to cut - down on the to the fact that the Holy Cross
number of turnovers <three in game was the first tim e he had
Saturday's game) and penalties , been tackled all season. Bowes
though he questioned the of- also wants Coleman to be comficials ' judgement on certain pletely recovered from the lower
plays in that game.
back trouble before he a llows him
Bowes was pleased with the to play regularly .
play of sophomore defensive end
" I don't want to jeopardize
Keith Reynolds and said he will anyone this early in the year,"
start tomorrow. The other end Bowes said. "Particularly in cerposition will be manned by Mike tain positions that we aren't too
Malligan, who also played well deep in ."
Bowes '
depth
pr oblem ,
Saturday.
,, Senior Dave Kelley will move however, is one that Loika would
from left offensive tackle to right love to have. "UNH has secondin place of the injured Paul Kelly . level players that can fill in for
Sophomore Mike Porter (6'3' ', their injured players, " he said.
230) will get his chance to start
" Now if we had to go down to our
tomorrow at left tackle.
second-level people, we'd be in
The rest of the lineup should be trouble. They <UNH) ha ve got
about the same, with tailback Bill guys on the bench that could start
Coleman to be used sparingly un- for us."

Stickwomen will he 'really strong'
By Nancy Maculiewicz
UNH field hockey

~oach

Jean

Rilling can't say exactly when ,

un<1eteated squad will represent
UNH this season .. Seniors Suzan-

year," said Rilling , "is looking
good so far ." In eleven of four-

ne · Rousseau, from · Belmont,

teen games last year Stone

but she believes that " at some Mass., and Kathy Sanborn , a didn't allow a goal.
point in the season we'll be a _ fnrmP.r White Mountain Regional
One of fast season 's senior trireally strong team .''
High School <Whitefield, NH) ath- captains, Marisa Didio, will act
The team will have an oppor- lete, w111 start m toaay 'S opening as assistant varsity coach . Didio
Other was recently selected for the US
tunity to test its readiness this tournament games.
weekend at the Lady Lion In- · veterans include juniors Janet National field hockey training
vitational Field Hockey Tourna- Cope, Kelly Stone, and Laura , squad.
O'Donnell, and sophomores Patty
ment at Penn State.
Noting the addition of four new
Next Fridav. UNH will olav for Fost~r, Gaby Haroules, and Sue
teams,
Harvard, Yale, Brown,
Kilmister.
real, hosting Harvard in their first
and
Southern
Connecticut , to the
Sophomores Lauren Legasse
game of the season.
In a first-ever pre-season camp, and Cheryl Murtagh, a transfer schedule, Rilling said, "We have
returning varsity players and a from Springfield College, will a very tough schedule. It will be
few new players trained for fiye play their first games for UNH an interesting season ." ·
Rilling sees this weekend's
days. "In spite of the weather," today.
The final third of the team is a tourney as "an opportunity to get
said Rilling, "We managed to
achieve a lot." After watching group of five freshman, Julie our first taste of competition."
her players during camp and the Bookmyrer, Carla Hesler, Donna The teams UNH will face include
past two weeks of practice, Modini, Diane Pankratz, and nationally ranked Asinus,
Southern Illinois, and Penn State.
Rilling has selected an initial Catherine Sauchuck.
Returning goalie Stone, "who "We'll find out who the mentally
group of fifteen top players .
had such an amazing season last tough are,'' said Rilling.
~i&ht players torm iast year 's

Wildcat tiidit end Doug Romano has just made the reception,
but he's aoout to suffer the consequences as Crusaders Kevin
Harrington (66) and Dave Frechette close in for the stop.
(Tom Lynch photo)

Icat stats

Men's X-C
Men's Tennis

.SPORTS ON CAMPUS
Things are slowly starting to pick up around Durham, as most
of the UNH fall teams are getting underway. Until next weekend,
though, the pickings remain rather slim. The week's schedule at
home:
FIELD HOCKEY: Harvard, Memorial Field, Friday, 4 p.m .
CROSS COUNTRY: Men vs . Vermont, tomorrow, 11 a.m.
Women vs . Bates and Bowdoin. Wednesday, 4 p.m .
SOCCER: Boston College, Brackett Field, Friday, 3 p.m .
TENNIS: Men vs. Rhode Island, Field House, Tuesday, 2 p.m.
Wome.n v_s. Bo~ton Univer~i.ty,, Field Hou~e, Thursday, 3 p.m.

Schedules

I

16

VERMONT

23

BOSTON UNIV.

30 at Rhode Island
Sept.. 19

RHODE ISLAND

23 at Maine

2:00

3

2 :30

VERMONT

2:00

6 at Connect icut

3 :00

11
13&14

BOSTON UN IV.
YankeeConf. @ URI

2 :00

11 :00

6 · at Northeastern,
Prov iden ce &
Univ.

12:30

27 at Massachusetts
Oct.

Oct.

3 ·00
11 ~ 00

Bo~ton

11 at St. Anselm's

3:00
3:30

13

MAINE

3:00

17

PLYMOUTH ST

3:00

21

Yan kee Co nferen ce

27

I CAA AA
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Terriers spoil UNH hooters' opener, .1-0
By Lee Hunsaker
Possibly the only difference
between Boston University and
UNH last Wednesday night at
Nickerson Field was the final
score: BU 1. UNH O.
Admittedly by both coaches,
neither team played up to their
potential. Passes went astray and
many shots sailed wide of the opponents net. . Several times
players reeled about on the astro
turf surface, the victims of chippy play and hot heads.
As is tradition, it was the
season opener for both teams.
Flaws are expected to arise and
throw the game plan into
disarray. Yet, this game was not
at all reminiscent of last year's 10 victory for the Wildcats, who
then were totally outclassed by
u1e Terriers L>ut still managed to
win.

said student assistant Pete
Ramsey. That same attitude is
found among the players also.
"We could have beaten them,"
said Wildcat tri-captain Dick
Kiernan repeatedly after the
game . All forward Mike Cloutier
could do is shake his head as
he remembered his shot late in
the second half which could have
sent the game into overtime. BU's
Mike Pilger had scored at 52:00
to put the Terriers ahead 1-0.
Cloutier's play developed at
midfield when UNH intercepted
an errant Terrier pass and
moved swiftly downfield . Kiernan
sifted through the penalty area
with the ball, cut to his right and
in the same motion nudged a soft
pass across the field to Cloutier
who broke behind the BU fullbacks.
As Terrier
~a -

Friedman scampered across the
goal mouth to cover the short side,
Cloutier let go a low shot with
his left foot. Friedman went down
to his side, smothering the ball
less than a foot away from the
goalline.
"lf only I got more foot on the
ball," said Cloutier later, "I
could have scored." Other similar
Wildcat efforts ended in the same
manner, in the arms of Friedman.
The game had begun on a positive note for UNH, with the
Wildcats controlling play. They
penetrated the Terriers' zone
with seemingly ease, though
unable to finish off any scoring
drive.
·
Soon after, however, BU was
able to regroup, forcing the play
to center around midfield for
much of the first half. After t~e.
game BU coach Ron Cervas10,

1

in between comments of poor
officiating, commended the play
of right winger Said Merimadi
and point fullback Patrick Udeh.
"UNH was really a two-man
team ," he said after the game.
"Patrick and Said played well
throughout the game." Other
than that, said Cervasio, UNH
played "with nine fullbacks and
one forward."
UNH coach Bob Kullen disagreed. "I thought we played
pretty well. The guys were composed and adjusted to the conditions (a night game on astro
turf)."
Though Kullen also noted that
the officials' whistles came too
frequently - "which disrupted the
flow of the game," he said. "It

playing a differel)t type of soccer.
UNH Goalie Gordon Tuttle was
his usual self, making several
diving saves to thwart Terrier
scoring opportunities . On the
night, -Tuttle (one of UNH's tricaptains) made 13 saves. Friedman had eleven.
Now with a week to regroup
before travelling to Keene State
for their second game of the
season , the Wildcats will be
working on improving certain
areas of their game, most notably
on offense.
"We'll try to use our wings
more," said Kullen. "move our
offense down the side and work
on diagonal passes." The idea
behind this is to get more variety
into the attack .
Against BU , the UNH attack

could 0:::1sily disrupt tho morrion

was prima r ily down the middle of

tum" - he also said it could have
been attributed to each team

the field and was bottled up
rtpeatedly.

the new hampshire

sports
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UN!I quarterback Steve Wholley is chased by Holy Cross defensive end Steve Gannon
durn~g last week's action. Injuries have taken their toll on the Wildcats' offensive unit
makmg Wholley the key to the UNH attack. <Gerry Miles photo)

Cats ready to face CConn
By Paul Keegan
If last Saturday's game at Holy

Cross was a cock fight,
tomorrow's encounter in New
Britain, Ct. should be more like a
leisurely round of golf.
The surging Division I

Crusaders gave the Wildcat football team more than it could handle during the Cross's 19-14
opening day victory last week.
Tomorrow should be a different
story , however, as the Division II
Central Connecticut Blue Devils
(whom UNH. destroved. 42-7 last

October), do not appear to have
improved enough over the past
year to pose any substantial
threat.
"This will be by far our
toughest game of the year, ' ' ·said

Injuries take toll;
page 19
CConn head coach :Bill L-Oika
"We'll have to play a super ballgame with no mistakes if we 're
going to win. We 'd have to have a
helluva game on offense and

defense."
Loika said his team will not do
anything differently than in last
year's game with the Wildcats, in
which graduated UNH tailback
Bill Burnham had 166 yards and
four touchdowns after only one

quarter of play.
Central Connecticut lost AllAmerica n split end Mike
Tiagwad to graduation and
speedy running back Meredith
Payton to an·ankle injury.
FOOTBALL page 19

------morning line------·
Tom
Lynch

Paul
Keegan

Lee
Hunsaker

Gerry
Mi JPS

Dana
.Jennings

NH by 14

NH by 21

NH hy 30

1\JH t>y 14

NH by 13

Air Force at
Boston College

BCby3

BC by6

BC by 6

BC by JO

BC by JO

Villanova at
Massachusetts

Mass by 6

Vill by JO

Vill. by 10

Vill by 11

Vill by 15

Maine at
Rost.on University

BU by JO

BU hy 17

BU by 7

BU by 17

BU by 17

Northeastern at
Rhode Island

RI by 14

RI by 14

RI bv 14

Rl by 13

RI
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Don't look now, hut some changes are being made
in the UNH baseball program. Changes, oddly enough, for
the better.
Probably the most conspicuous to Wildcat fans is the
addition of intercollegiate games to the fall program. In
past years, the most action players saw was a daily intrasquad scrimmage.
One of the bigger stumbling blocks facing the establishment of a fall schedule in past years (aside from a lack
of money, which we'll worry about later) was the soccer
team's annual takeover of much of the baseball field. This
year, though, baseball coach Ted Conner and new soccer
coach Bob Kullen have worked out their schedules to allow
for peacible cohabitation of Brackett Field.
Wednesday's game against Lowell featured center fielders
occasionally having to play Ring-around-the-Rosie with the
soccer net, but Conner doesn't mind. "We've wanted a
fall schedule for a long time," he said. "We finally got
going. We' ve had some problems, like the soccer field and
goal, but we've been able to work it out."
The biggest problem, though, and one which perennially
hampers UNH baseball, is the lack of financial support.
It would appear that the Department of Men's Athletics
has finally lent a sympathetic ear to Conner's pleas and
chipped in a few bucks (which, to be fair, are rather tough
to come by around here). While the program is certainly
not rolling in dough, it has received sufficient funding to
initiate the modest ten-game schedule.
This fall, the players will have to sacrifice large motor
coaches and restaurants on road trips as economy measures,
subsisting instead on bag lunches eaten in transit aboard
University vans. But, said Conner, "The thing is to get
playing. It lets us see the kids.
"The way money is, this (the fall schedule) is a helluva
thing," he went on. 'Tm real pleased with the AD's (Athletic
Director Andy Mooradian) okay. The little money doesn't
bother me."
Conner deserves most of the credit for any changes made
in UNH baseball. It seems that after his tireless efforts
at improving his program, he finally is getting somewhere.
He is currently organizing fund-raising activities with
his players aimed at financing an 11-game trip south next
spring. 'Tm sure we'll go," he said, "but we'll have to help
ourselves. Most other places get help from the school."
So where does all this leave the state of the game as
played in Durham? "We're a little behind some schools
because of our non-scholarship program," Conner said.
"But now we can be competitive if we can do this (fall
schedule and spring trip) year in and year out."
And to do it "year in and year out," further support
wilf be needed from the athletic department. The department
has made a commendable first move, but it has to follow
it up.
Let's hope it does.

